
Janda, Donna

From: Donna Janda /
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2008 11:09 AM
To: Dennis Sollenberger
Cc: Torre Taylor; Duncan White
Subject: RE: Shield Alloy Public Meeting

Thanks Dennis! I just spoke with Jack Hayes regarding the public meeting. He stated that he thinks having a
handout with a timeline (such as you describe in your email) would be good. One question he asked (and I
need to forward this to you and Torre for a response because I'm not quite sure of the answer) was this - If the
Environmental Impact Statement and Safety Evaluation Report are issued, but we're not in hearings, at the
time of the Agreement (say 9/30/09), what would happen? Does everything transfer to NJ? What if we are in
hearings at the time of transfer - do we keep Shield Alloy until the hearings are over? My response Was (of
course) that I would ask you and Duncan but that I also thought that OGC would be providing us direction on
which agency has authority over open issues at the time of transfer. Jack said that someone from OGC would
be at the public meeting but he did not know if the OGC rep would have any knowledge of Agreement State
issues. So he would like to have some type of response handy in case questions like this arise at the meeting.

I hope you don't mind but I asked Jack to keep you in the loop next week regarding any emails or requests for
information on my participation as I will be out of the office. I just want to be able to support him in a timely
manner and not leave him hanging until I get back to the office on 9/22. 1 will be checking my voice mail and
(hopefully) email while on the IMPEP.

Thanks again,
Donna

From: Dennis Sollenberger
Sent: Thursday, September 11, 2008 5:06 PM
To: Donna Janda
Cc: Torre Taylor
Subject: RE: Shield Alloy Public Meeting

Donna:

Torre and I have briefly discussed this and believe we should prepare a New Jersey specific timeline with the
assumption that the application will be send to NRC the week of October 6, 2008. The other types of
information would probably be questions that we could think up and prepare some responses so that you do
not have to wing everything. I will discuss this further with Duncan on Monday and get back to you. If you
think of anything else, please let me know.

Dennis

From: Donna Janda
Sent: Thursday, September 11, 2008 4:27 PM
To: Dennis Sollenberger
Cc: Duncan White
Subject: Shield Alloy Public Meeting

Hi Dennis,

I got your voice mail message regarding supporting FSME at the Shield Alloy Public Meeting as you and
Duncan are unavailable. I can support the meeting on Sept. 30th. I guess my question is - who is going to
provide me with the materials I need to cover any Agreement State questions. My understanding is that there



Mill ýbe4 NRC technical staff set up at several tables so members of the public can ask questions. Will there be
a table for Agreement State-type questions? What type of information should I be prepared to discuss? Have
you been working with someone from Decommissioning on the role I will have? Of course I can talk to general
Agreement State questions and a general timeline for the NJ Agreement - but if I need to have posters or
handouts, I don't know that I will have the time to prepare anything. I will be out of the office next week for the
NH IMPEP and that wouldn't leave much time.

Thanks,
Donna
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